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In this episode, Jeff Coughlin interviews Geoff Bowers of Daemon Internet Consultants (pronounced demon).
In North America, many developers may not know Geoff, but he's well known in his native Australia. Daemon
organizes the WebDU conference, hosts the popular web aggregator Full as a Goog and are stewards of FarCry.
One of the frameworks that wasn't featured in our recent part 1 and 2 controller framework roundtables, but is an
important framework, is FarCry Core.
Many ColdFusion developers only know FarCry for its CMS, and only think of FarCry as a CMS, but the FarCry CMS
is written on top of a very powerful framework in and of itself, the FarCry core, that is used around many web
applications, the CMS only being one of them.
In this interview, Geoff talks about his personal relationships with his employees at Daemon, what makes WebDU
different from other developer conferences, the FarCry CMS, and explains the differences between FarCry Core and
other ColdFusion frameworks. Namely, FarCry Core is completely object oriented from the ground up, where
everything in it is an object, and has a built-in ORM.
This interview's a little long, but it's packed with content. I thought about splitting into two episodes, but we've got
more coming before MAX 2008 San Francisco, so I'm releasing it as a single episode. Thanks to Jeff Coughlin for
doing the interview and doing a fantastic job with the editing (I only had to tweak one thing, plus the intro/outro).
Show links:
Fullasagoog.com
WebDU Conference
FarCryCore.org
FarCryCMS.org
FarCry 5.0 Jump Start Course
Daemon Internet Consultants
Some example sites using FarCry
Mayo Clinic
BlueScope Steel
SelecTV
Daemon Blog
FarCry Twitter
Fullasagoog Twitter
Run time: 1:24:48
This episode has been sponsored by Quality Logo Products, Inc.. Kurt Bonnet was kind enough to sponsor the
podcast in exchange for this job posting:
Chicagoland Web / ColdFusion Developer (60k-80k) Quality Logo Products, Inc.
Quality Logo Products, Inc., located in Chicagoland, is a fast-growing company looking for a full-time
experienced web developer to join our team. You'll have the opportunity to work directly with the business owners
to design and implement new web sites, new features to existing sites, and digital marketing strategies. We offer
an aggressive salary (60k-80k), $2500 per year allowance (in addition to the annual salary) for conferences/further
education, annual performance bonus, retirement savings matching up to 3% of the employee's gross salary, 3
weeks vacation, telecommute/remote working opportunities, and more. Learn more at:
http://www.qualitylogoproducts.com/jobs/ and apply at jobs@qualitylogoproducts.com.
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This is direct hire by a fellow CFer, not a recruiter.
If you are interested in sponsoring an episode, you can do so with a PayPal or Amazon wish list donation. Email me
at podcast at cfconversations dot com if you're interested.

